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Develop user friendly and effective web based applications Designed and developed 
custom web applications specific to the client's needs using Ruby along with the Rails
application framework.

EXPERIENCE

Full Stack Web Developer III
XO Group - AUGUST 2015 – 2019

 Worked with a team of developers, to add features, fix bugs and 
making upgrades to their already existing applications.

 Worked with Ruby 2.1.2 and Rails 4.10.1 on the backend and 
Backbone.JS, Marionette and CoffeeScript on the front end.

 Assisted in designing and management of PostgreSQL database 
schemas and tables.

 Used RESTful APIs to connect and link Guest services to other API 
endpoints like membership and Registry.

 Designed front end application using HTML5, CSS3, jQuery and AJAX.
 Maintained clean code by following code standards and working with 

best practices of Git.
 Created features like XO.dialog which was then placed in shared Web 

github repository to be utilized across all teams of developers.

Full Stack Web Developer 
Undisclosed - 2011 – 2015

 Due to security reasons, Im not allowed to disclose the name of the 
company I worked for.

 An online casino games for a company in Sweden.
 The goal was to replicate the casino experience online with social 

integration.
 Created multi-user casino games in JavaScript and Python where 

many players can play at the same game table -- for example, 
roulette.

 Gamified the system by making it competitive with things like 
leaderboards to encourage more gambling.

 Created a marketplace where players can get items back with their 
winnings if desired.

 Setup and maintained FreeBSD web servers..

EDUCATION



© This Free Resume Template is the copyright of Qwikresume.com. Usage Guidelines
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SKILLS

PHP, HTML 5, C#, WordPress, JQuery, SQL, SEO, SVN, TFS, Nhibernate, Photoshop, 
CSS, Web Services, Ajax.
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